
LAVINIA GROUP

Services & Offerings

2022-2023 School Year

SOLUTIONS FOR ALL

Partnering to deliver world-class education  



INTRODUCTION

2022-2023 SCHOOL YEAR

WHO WE ARE 

The Lavinia Group provides world-

class professional development for K-

8 teachers and school leaders in

order to ensure joyful, student-

centered, and rigorous literacy and

math instruction that drives real

results. Since 2015, we’ve partnered

with hundreds of schools to deliver

transformative outcomes for over

250,000 students.
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WHAT'S INSIDE:
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Lavinia has provided our schools with game-

changing instructional strategies as well as

comprehensive instructional management

systems. Even more important than the

instructional systems, they have demonstrated

a “whatever it takes attitude” to help catapult

our schools towards success.  In my over 30

years as an educational leader, my decision to

partner with the Lavinia Group will prove to be

the most consequential and impactful decision

I’ve ever made.

Eric Mahmoud, 

Founder and CEO, Harvest Best

THE NUMBERS 
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WHAT SETS US APART

We Have Exceptional People: 

Every Lavinia Group instructional consultant has achieved

extraordinary results for children in urban schools, doing so as

superintendents, principals, network leaders, and lab site

teachers. As a result, they are uniquely equipped to drive

systems and instructional management within our partner

schools, as well as to roll up their sleeves in classrooms to

provide targeted coaching for teachers and phenomenal

model lessons.

We Hold Relentlessly High Standards:  

Lavinia Group team members are acutely focused on the

quality of instruction and student achievement. We believe in

the potential of every student to achieve at extraordinary

levels. Our high bar compels rapid leader and teacher

improvement.

We are Accountable Partners:

 At Lavinia Group, we consider ourselves partners, not

consultants.   Too often, in a traditional consulting model,

consultants parachute into schools, espouse wisdom and

advice, and leave their clients overwhelmed and unsure of how

to execute. This is the antithesis of our approach: As

accountable partners, we drive urgency, support, troubleshoot,

and dig in at every turn. The results of our partner networks are  

our  results.

We Make an Impact:

 Lavinia Group’s professional development, teaching

methodologies, and curriculum have delivered strong results

across our partner networks and districts, demonstrated by

above-average testing data and improved student outcomes

nationwide.

20+ STATES 

SERVED

75+ NETWORK 

PARTNERS

250,000+ KIDS

SUPPORTED

20

75

250
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4 CORE SERVICES FOR INSTRUCTIONAL EXCELLENCE

 

CONSULTING AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

School-based training for network and school leaders to rapidly build

capacity to move adult practice and to implement systems that compel

high-levels of accountability and follow-through. Click here for more.

INSTITUTES

Daylong courses where educators from around the country convene to

learn deeply about one topic. These transformative trainings are heavy in

intellectual preparation and practice, and are designed to ensure

participants walk away ready to implement.

CURRICULUM

Lavinia Group provides inquiry-based, culturally-relevant curricula in literacy,

math, and social studies. Click here for more.

RISE 2022 SUMMER SCHOOL

Lavinia Group’s RISE 2022 Summer Learning Program offers high-quality

professional development and our culturally-relevant curriculum to districts,

networks, and schools this summer. This 5-week program is designed to be

both rigorous and incredibly engaging. It features our standards-aligned

curricula: Insight Humanities™ Novel Studies, Close Reading for Meaning™,

and Math for Meaning Story Problems.
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Planning and Design: 

Strategic planning, including organizational design, data analysis and goal setting,

forward planning for leader and teacher professional development, curriculum design,

and assessment design.

Instructional Management Training for School Leaders: 

School-based training for district, network, and school leaders to rapidly build their

capacity to move teacher practice. Lavinia Group’s Instructional Management work

supports leaders in implementing and internalizing lasting systems that compel high-levels

of accountability, data analysis, action planning, and follow-through.

Instructional Coaching for Leaders and Teachers: 

Leveraging Lavinia Group’s Rapid Improvement Cycle, we engage leaders and teachers

in 4 proven methods: intellectual preparation grounded in student work and data, model

lesson and debrief, labsite and debrief, and in-the-moment coaching and feedback. 

 

 

Leadership Coaching: 

Individual or team coaching for network and school leaders designed to strengthen

leaders’ ability to instructionally manage the academic outcomes across a network or

school. Coaching is tailored to each leader based on their strengths and growth areas as

well as current school data. Topics include effective teacher development, processes

around talent acquisition and management, and special education systems.

 

CONSULTING AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
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CURRICULUM

Close Reading for Meaning™ (Gr 2-8): 

Using genre as an inroad, Lavinia Group’s Close Reading for Meaning™ method teaches students to use a

symphony of strategies to unpack complex texts that are at or above grade level. Through a carefully designed

Roadmap of Questions™, Lavinia Group’s curriculum prepares students to attend to both the essential meaning as

well as author’s craft. After engaging in a shared experience with their teachers, students are given the opportunity

to apply the Close Reading for Meaning™ method to a new text, honing their ability to tackle any text confidently

and independently.

Insight Humanities™ (GrK-5): 

Insight Humanities™ is Lavinia Group’s multicultural, project-based, and integrated reading, writing, and social

studies curriculum. We provide teachers with everything they need to successfully teach—a comprehensive unit

overview, writing exemplars, scripted daily lesson plans, project samples, and booklists. All units are thematically

linked to the content focus throughout the year and work backward from inquiry-based essential questions

Insight Social Studies™ (GrK-5): 

Insight Social Studies™ teaches content through high-quality literature, writing, and project work. Aligned to the

National History Standards and an “expanding environments” approach, students begin with content close to

home in kindergarten—studying their own communities and families—and build all the way to World History by the

time they leave 5th grade. 

Insight Middle Courses™ (Gr6-8): 

Insight Middle Courses™ is a core reading and writing curriculum that closes the knowledge gap and dramatically

improves literacy achievement in middle schools through a global, thematic, and project-based approach.

Students develop content knowledge as they engage with diverse and rigorous texts, themes, and topics. They

apply their learning through authentic and integrated literacy and project work to develop as independent

readers, writers, thinkers, and doers.

Math for Meaning Story Problems (GrK-8): 

Grounded in the belief that all students are mathematicians, Lavinia Group's Story Problems curriculum and method

engages students to develop multiple approaches for solving on and above-grade-level problems through hands-

on learning and rich mathematical discourse. As students persevere through problem-solving and share their

mathematical reasoning, they develop the confidence and precision necessary to tackle any mathematical task

independently while building their mastery of grade-level standards.

 

 



OUR RESULTS
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At Lavinia Group we’ve proven that literacy and math instruction can be joyful, discourse-rich, and student-

centered while still delivering outstanding results for kids. Though our efforts, Lavinia Group Schools improved or

held steady against a challenging COVID-19 backdrop
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As a Result of our RISE 2021 Summer School Program, Students Increased 21% in ELA and 26% in Math

Lavinia Group Partners Across Washington D.C.

Grew, on Average, 15% from Fall 2020 - Spring 2021

Case Study: East Silver Springs; Montgomery County Public

Schools, Maryland. Students in all grades implementing Lavinia

Group’s methods grew between 15% and 29% in reading* from

September 2020 to June 2021.
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Average Growth

from 2015 to 2019

 

Long Term Partners Dramatically Outperform in 2019


